3 ¶1 Technology is progressing at an extraordinary speed. 4 New disruptive technologies are emerging every year. 5 The government has attempted to regulate many emerging technologies, but many forgot to ask whether the government actually has the authority to regulate these new emerging technologies in the first place. This paper looks at one emerging disruptive technology that would soon be a common appliance in every household-the 3D printer. 6 The 3D printer eliminates the manufacturer as the middleman and lets people "print" out whatever they want-e.g., food, 7 a car, 8 or even a kidney 9 -from the comfort of their own home.
¶2
This paper argues that 3D printing belongs to the public under the Press Clause's constitutional manufacturing right. This paper proceeds in five parts. Parts 1 and 2 discuss the printing press and 3D printing in detail. Part 3 applies the Press Clause to 3D printing and synthesizes the constitutional manufacturing right to 3D print. Part 4 rebuts counterarguments. Part 5 concludes with potential implications. 
I. THE PRINTING PRESS ¶3
Printing, or 2D printing, 10 entails reproducing texts and images from an original template onto papers using a printing press. 11 The law protects 2D printing through copyright and the First Amendment's protection of freedom of speech and of the press: "Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press." 12 II. 3D PRINTING ¶4 3D printing 13 simply adds another dimension to 2D printing. 14 That is, 3D printing essentially stacks multiple layers of 2D printing on top of one another to reproduce a threedimensional object following an electronic blueprint called a "Computer-Aided Design file" (or "CAD file"). 15 Like Star Trek's Replicator, 16 current 3D printers can print in materials like plastic, metal, ceramic, cement, wood, food, and human cells. 17 What once was science fiction is now commercially available for as low as $600. 18 III. APPLYING THE PRESS CLAUSE TO 3D PRINTING: A CONSTITUTIONAL MANUFACTURING RIGHT ¶5 Interestingly, the Constitution's Framers used the phrase "the press" rather than "journalism" or "communication" in the First Amendment's Press Clause.
19 Judges 20 and scholars 21 have argued that the "freedom . . . of the press" not only protects the press as an industry, but also protects the use of the printing press and its modern equivalents as a technology. 22 Furthermore, during the Framing era, the Framers understood the printing press as a technological innovation and existing rights as being adaptable to technological innovations. 23 Perhaps the Framers intentionally used the phrase "the press" for technologies unknown at the time, 24 which necessarily include the 3D printer-the modern equivalent of the printing press. 25 ¶6 Courts have traditionally applied freedom of the press as the freedom to communicate. 26 However, 3D printing has transformed how we had traditionally understood "printing": printing now includes not only disseminating ideas, but also manufacturing objects. If the "freedom . . . of the press" expansively applies to 3D printing, each individual has an implied right to manufacture objects through 3D printing without governmental interference-i.e., the right to 3D print. This suggests that the government cannot regulate 3D printing without violating the U.S. Constitution.
IV. REBUTTING COUNTERARGUMENTS ¶7
Some might argue that the First Amendment intentionally places the Free Speech Clause next to the Press Clause, 27 implying that the Press Clause only applies to publication and communication rights.
28 This is one way to interpret the Clauses' placement, but another interpretation could be that the Framers meant our freedom to be expansive-to cover more ground, including a manufacturing right-and thus placed the Clauses next to each other.
¶8
Others might say that the 3D printer is not a modern equivalent of the printing press because the Framers limited the Press Clause's "the press" to the printing press and its modern equivalent as a communications technology. 29 Admittedly, 3D printing is not a communications technology like the printing press but is rather a manufacturing technology. Still, the Framers did not explicitly limit "the press" to communication 21 See, e.g., Eugene Volokh, the press' meant 'the printing press.' It referred less to a journalistic enterprise than to the technology of printing and the opportunities for communication that the technology created. 'Freedom of the press' referred to the freedom of the people to publish their views, rather than the freedom of journalists to pursue their craft"). 22 Volokh, supra note 20, at 462. 23 Id. at 462 n.10. 24 Id. 25 See CHAPPELL & BRINGHURST, supra note 10 (discussing printing's history and the printing press's evolution). 26 See, e.g., First Nat'l Bank of Boston v. Bellotti, 435 U.S. 765, 800 n.5 (1978) ("[i]t is not strange that 'press,' the word for what was then the sole means of broad dissemination of ideas and news, would be used to describe the freedom to communicate with a large, unseen audience"). 27 See U.S. CONST. amend. I. ("Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press.") (emphasis added). 28 See, e.g., Volokh, supra note 20, at 521-38 and the cases cited therein. 29 See id. at 462 n.10 (the Press Clause applies to "communications technologies that today serve the role the printing press did in the 1700s, not just of the printing press . . . even using new technologies that were not known to the Framers"). technologies alone. 30 It is important to note that 3D printers simply added another dimension to the printing press, stacking multiple layers of 2D printing on top of one another. Because the Framers used the phrase "the press" instead of "journalism" or "communication," 31 the qualification of limiting the Press Clause to only communication technologies is a groundless assertion.
V. CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS ¶9
The interesting question becomes how sweeping this constitutional manufacturing right is. An immediate implication of the Press Clause's manufacturing right is that the government cannot regulate 3D printing, or else the government violates the U.S. Constitution. But does the Press Clause applies to 3D printing technology overall (i.e., anything related to 3D printing as a manufacturing technology), to only the 3D printing activity (i.e., 3D printing's process, but not products) or to only the 3D printer 32 (i.e., anything involving the 3D printer's use)? The answer could affect the ongoing debate in Congress about how to regulate 3D-printed guns, and end in no regulation of 3D printing whatsoever. 30 See U.S. CONST. amend. I. 31 See id. ("Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom . . . of the press."). 32 A literal read of the Press Clause's application to the modern equivalent of the printing press would be to only apply the Press Clause to the 3D printer.
